SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC
SUNRISE POWERLINK PROJECT
500KV/230KV OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINES

230KV PLAN & PROFILE LEGEND AND NOTES
SECTIONS 4A, 5 & 7

GENERAL NOTES:
1. CONDUCTOR SAGS ON PLAN & PROFILE SHEETS ARE SHOWN AS FOLLOWS UNLESS NOTED:
   A. OPTICAL GROUND WIRE: 67'/F. FINAL, NO WIND
   B. 230kV CONDUCTORS: 2007/F. FINAL, NO WIND
2. STRUCTURE HEIGHTS ARE IN FEET AND ARE AS FOLLOWS:
   A. TOWERS - REFERENCED FROM CENTER HUB ON GROUND.
   B. POLES - REFERENCED FROM TOP OF BRACELATE.
3. STRUCTURE CENTERLINE GROUND ELEVATIONS ARE IN FEET AND REFERENCED FROM NAVDB.
4. FOR WALKER BALL INSTALLATION DIAGRAM SEE DRAWING SPL-T-784.